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1. training
Sentence: The worker was training for her new job.
Definition: learning or teaching a skill through practice

2. stray
Sentence: Please do not stray far from home.
Definition: to wander away

3. sheepish
Sentence: His shyness made him seem sheepish.
Definition: shy or embarrassed

4. greet
Sentence: We will greet arriving guests with a smile.
Definition: to address or welcome upon arrival

5. niece
Sentence: My niece is the daughter of my sister.
Definition: the daughter of a brother or sister

6. ashamed
Sentence: He was ashamed of lying to his friends.
Definition: feeling shame, disgrace or guilt

7. release
Sentence: I will release the fly from the kitchen.
Definition: to set free from confinement or restraint

8. stale
Sentence: The old bread was stale and dry.
Definition: having lost freshness

9. explain



Sentence: Can you explain how the vase broke?
Definition: to offer reasons for

10. feast
Sentence: The huge and elaborate dinner was a feast.
Definition: a large, elaborate meal

11. freedom
Sentence: I love having the freedom to do as I please.
Definition: absence of coercion or restriction

12. remain
Sentence: Despite arguing often, they remain friends.
Definition: to continue in the same condition

13. awake
Sentence: The boy was wide awake after his nap.
Definition: completely alert or not asleep

14. sway
Sentence: Trees will sway back and forth in the wind.
Definition: swing, cause to move back and forth

15. disease
Sentence: Influenza is a very contagious disease.
Definition: illness or sickness

16. beneath
Sentence: Duck beneath the branch; don't climb over it.
Definition: in a lower position than; below

17. repeat
Sentence: Ask the waiter to repeat the specials again.
Definition: to say, do, or show something again

18. braces
Sentence: My braces helped to straighten my teeth.
Definition: devices that support or fix things in place



19. eager
Sentence: I'm eager to read my exciting new book.
Definition: excited or enthusiastic

20. praise
Sentence: I will praise her for the great job she did.
Definition: to give someone approval or admiration

21. display
Sentence: The royal crown is on display at the castle.
Definition: a public showing or exhibit

22. sleeve
Sentence: I put my arm into the sleeve of my coat.
Definition: part of a garment that covers a person's arm

23. waist
Sentence: You wear a belt around your waist.
Definition: area of the body between the ribs and hips

24. afraid
Sentence: I am afraid of scary things.
Definition: scared or fearful

25. thief
Sentence: The jailed thief had stolen expensive jewels.
Definition: someone who steals or who has stolen
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